Reay Primary Curriculum Map Year 1

Au 1
Mary Seacole and
Inspirational
People of Colour

Literacy

Reading- listen to and join
in with books about Mary
Seacole to gain
understanding and
knowledge
Hospital role-play to help
identify and explore
characters and to try out
the language they have
listened
Recounts- Develop
spelling and writing of
days of the week by
writing, orally compose
sentences before writing,
sequence short sentences
to form a narrative Diary of
Mary Seacole, a day in the
life of...,
Describing Crimean
hospital
Postcards and letters from
the war
Dictionaries- dictionary of
Caribbean words
Stories from a range of
cultures- Caribbean
poems
Speaking and Listeningempathy for Mary Seacole,
right/ wrong/ drama and
role play

Au 2
Light and Dark
Explore stories with
familiar settings
Explore non-fiction texts
on nocturnal animals.
Using stimulating texts,
and linking what they read
to their own experiences,
they produce information
books on owls to guide
Harry Potter in looking
after Hedwig!
Explore Diwali and
firework night, looking at
the stories behind
both. Express how they
feel in the dark,
describing their own fears
and listening to those of
others. Generate
descriptions of fireworks
and candlelight.
Firework poetry

Sp 1

Sp 2

Su 1

Su 2

Local Area

Where The Wild
Things Are

Fruit and
Vegetables

Toys

Stories about fantasy
worlds- The Wild ThingsDen role-play to help
identify and explore
characters and to try out
the language they have
listened
Retelling the Wild Things,
create a new story based
on the wild things with
themselves as the main
character, letter from the
island from Max, recipes
for Max’s favourite food,
survival guides,
instructions- how to make
a raft, how to entertain
the wild things,
design and make clothes
for Max
Poetry on a theme islands

Fact and Fictional
Recounts- the journey of a
vegetable from another
country
Traditional Tales Jack and
the Beanstalk retelling,
letter writing from the giant
in giant sized letters,
replies from Jack in
miniature, Wanted poster
for the return of the cow,
letter of apology from the
giant
Labels- on a map label
where different fruits and
vegetables are found, the
parts of fruit and Veg,
parts of plants write
captions about where they
have come from
Healthy eating recipes
Perfect Menus

Stories with familiar
settings- retell Pinocchio,
Instructions- instructions
for making toys, write
instructions for how to play
with/ care for toys
Traditional Tales- Pinoccio,
create as a marionette
puppet oral retelling
Toy shop role-play to help
identify and explore
characters and to try out
the language they have
listened
How are your toys different
to your
parents/grandparents
toys/games, write
questions using the
question mark,

Reading- model how to
find information Labels
and Captions- label body
parts, write a caption
about themselves, use a
capital letter for the
pronoun “I”, create
glossaries for body parts
body labelling ICT, label
homes
Brixton Market- foods
from around the world
that have become part of
our local cuisine
Information Texts- read
and write about homes,
create booklets in the
shape of a home/ \body
shaped booklets for
ourselves,
Poems about themselves,
homes, Poetry using the
senses
Descriptive writing about
home/ themselves

Toy dictionaryalphabetical order
Toy catalogue- describing
toys
Posters for toy shop

Mathematics

Place Value
(within 10)
Addition and Subtraction
(within 10)

Addition and Subtraction
(within 10 )
Shape
Place Value
( within 20 )

Addition and Subtraction
(within 20 )
Place value
(within 50)

Measures:
Length and Height
Measures:
Weight and volume

Multiplication and Division
Fractions
Position and Direction

Place Value
(within 100)
Money
Time

Science

Everyday Materialsconsider the types of
clothes suitable for people
in different parts of the
world

Seasonal Changes
Light & dark - how do our
senses change in the
dark
Describe what’s in a feely
bag using senses and
write

Animals, Including
Humans – Animals in the
local area and the UK

Animals, Including
Humans

Growing Plants- Jack and
the Beanstalk- growing
beans
Why do some things only
grow in certain countries?
Instruction writing

Pushes and Pulls- making
toys, using pulls and
pushes in gym

History
Geography

Life of a significant
individual Mary Seacolerecounts

Spanish
R.E.
P.E.

Learning through Story: La
oruga hambrienta (The
Hungry Caterpillar)

Learning through Story:
La oruga hambrienta (The
Hungry Caterpillar)

Hinduism- Part 1 unit 2
Living as a Hindu Living as
a Hindu

Hinduism- Part 1 unit 1
Writing Diwali cards

Ball skills

Dance - Diwali – Festivals
of light dance

Significant historical
people and places in own
locality – Van Gogh,
Charlie Chaplin
Routes to and From
Home

Caribbean Fact Filesalphabetically ordered

Team Games

Team Games

Changes within living
memory-Toys
Impact on the climate with
foods coming from far
flung places

Name and locate the
world’s seven continents
and five oceans

Use basic geographical
vocabulary to refer to:
key human features,
including: city, town,
village, factory, farm,
house, office, port,
harbour and shop

Use simple compass
directions (North, South,
East and West) and
locational and directional
language (e.g. near and
far; left and right) to
describe the location of
features and routes on a
map- to help Max and the
Wild Things

Learning through Story:
Llama llama rojo pijama

Learning through Story:
Llama llama rojo pijama

Learning through Story:
los tres cerditos

Learning through Story: los
tres cerditos

Christianity- unit 1

Christianity- unit 2

Islam- unit 1

Islam-unit 2

Balancing- gymnastics

Travelling- gymnastics
using names of body
parts

Striking and fielding

Team Games

Team Games- keeping
healthy

Athletic activities - keeping
healthy

Team Games

Team Games - Striking
Skills- games Max could
play with The Wild Things
Design a game

Art

Dying with natural sources
and creating medicine
bottles

Shadow puppets

Van Gogh’s Starry Night

Firework art

Oil Pastel drawings of
Brixton Market- the range
of different foodsphotography and oil
pastels, create a mural

Rangoli patterns

D.T.
Music
ICT

Moving Pictures

Diwali decorations

Time, Tempo and
Dynamics
Caribbean Songs

Exploring Sounds

Logging on and logging off

Using Purple Mash and
Busy Things

E-safety – Keeping
personal information safe

Where The Wild Things
Are- paper collage

Making homes and
clothes for Max from The
Wild Things
Instruction writing.
Pitch

Google Earth

2Type / Microsoft Word

Observational Responsestill life drawing of fruit and
vegetables – Giuseppe
Arcimboldo
Still life portraits
Repeat pattern printing
with fruit and veg
2D & 3D fruits- papier
mâché

Designing toys- create a
dream toy

Making toys with moving
parts

Exploring Duration

J2Code – Hour of code

Microsoft Powerpoint

